My March (make that "Stand") for Science
By Karl C. Priest April 22, 2017 (updated 6-23-17)
I was there*, but the media had other things to do.
The liberal media sure wasn't going to let me rain on the leftists' propaganda parade they billed
as a "March for Science".
Two people stopped to talk. One was a guy who travels the country in his RV visiting baseball
parks and state capitols. He said (Referring to my signs.), "I totally agree." He said that he told
his children that evolution was as possible as him going up in an airplane and dropping building
supplies that resulted in a completed home landing on a building lot.
The other guy pulled up in a pick-up truck and stared at me for about a minute. When he finally
spoke, it was obvious that he was well-acquainted with mind altering drugs. He must have been
there for the March for Science and did not know it had been canceled. He showed me a sign he
had on a stick. It was a rectangle with an X inside it and the rectangle was in a circle.
"Do you know what this means?" he asked.
"No, tell me."
"It is the earth and this is an hour glass. Extinction!" And he drove away.
It was 49F and pouring the rain when I arrived. The rain let up about 15 minutes before I left.
There were about 5 passing vehicles that honked in a friendly manner.
What was God's plan?
I'll let you know when He lets me know.
Below the photos are the two items I sent to the media.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sent Friday evening:
Hello:
Please check your email tomorrow morning (Saturday April 22) for a unique news story tip.
Thank you.
Karl Priest
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sent Saturday morning:
NEWS TIP
The Charleston “March for Science” has been canceled however West Virginia’s “Best Known
Enemy of Evolution” (as declared by the Charleston Gazette) will still be at the site (Boulevard
side of the Capitol) proclaiming the science that “evolution is a lie.”
Karl Priest (quoting Dr. Joseph Mastropaolo) says that, “Evolution is more impossible than the
Tooth Fairy, Santa Claus, and the Headless Horseman.”
Karl will be there from 1:00 to 2:00 PM.
Contact Karl's cell at 304-951-8845.
*The March for Science website had lots of fine sounding propaganda:
The March is a grassroots effort to champion science as a pillar of human freedom and
prosperity, and advocate for its role in informing the policies that shape our present and
future…
We should sustain, and strengthen, scientific integrity.
We should draw on the best-available science to make policy and regulatory decisions.
We should invest in and encourage research and development in the public sector, and
incentivize investment in research and development in the private sector.
We enrich science when we support broad participation and access to diverse
communities’ talents and perspectives.
Everyone benefits when scientists and the broader public openly communicate and
collaborate.
Scientists must have an active role in public life and policy.
We should foster a vibrant and diverse international scientific community.
We should support and build capacity for science education that draws on best-available
knowledge and instructs students in scientific practices.
https://www.marchforscience.com/why-we-march/
Of course, their version of the above does not include telling students facts about the many flaws
of evolution, facts about so-called “Climate Change/Global Warming”, facts about when life
begins, and facts about gender. The Earth Day Mother Earth worshipers claimed their DC
March was “the flagship for rallies, marches, protests and teach-ins in more than 600 cities all
across the world…” The truth is that the “March for Science” was just another rally of emptyheaded and/or evil liberals.
(http://www.earthday.org/marchforscience/)

